Global Atmospheric Angular Momentum (AAM) is an intrinsic index for describing processes that affect the atmospheric circulation on time scales ranging from intraseasonal to secular. It is associated with length-of-day (LOD) variability through conservation of global angular momentum in planet Earth and thus is of considerable importance for quantifying how the Earth acts as a system. The availability 
sated by equal but opposite fluctuations of angular momentum in the solid Earth, implying changes in Earth rotation. Also, by quantifying how angular momentum is exchanged across its lower boundary, by means of the dynamic torques with the oceans and solid Earth below, one can better understand how the Earth acts as a system.
The analysis of the axial term of AAM, related to length of day (LOD), can be expressed as the sum of two components, the mass (pressure) and motion (wind) terms. But investigations (Barnes et al, 1983; Eubanks, 1993; Gross, 2007) of excitation of LOD variations have shown that the wind term, directly related to the zonal flow, is the dominant, explaining on average at least 90% of the total variability on many time scales. Additionally at different time scales, from intraseasonal to interannual time scales, within the wind term, the role played in the LOD budget by the stratospheric winds though not insignificant are not meaningful compared with that of the troposphere (Rosen and Salstein, 1985 , Aoyama and Naito, 2000 , Abarca del Rio et al, 2000 , Zhou et al, 2008 . Also, records of measured LOD variations serve to corroborate the series of global axial momentum, essentially a weighted measure of the zonal winds over the atmosphere. At lower frequencies, however, with time scales around a decade or longer, the contemporary relationship between AAM and LOD disappears because angular momentum exchanges between the mantle and core components progressively play the leading role (see Gross, 2007) . It is essential however to investigate the presence of these lower frequency modes in the AAM. These, after filtration, are needed in particular to clarify the full angular momentum/Earth rotation budget. This helps determining the remaining sources of excitation mechanisms from the oceans, hydrology, and the mantle/core.
We already analyzed elements of these lower frequencies, including the decadal and bidecadal oscillations in LOD and AAM (see Abarca del Rio et al, 2003) . To do so, we took into account the complementarities of the NCAR/NCEP atmospheric reanalyses over 1948−2000 and century-long model atmospheric simulations over the same time interval (1880−2000) forced only by sea surface temperature by both the NCAR model and the Hadley Center models. This investigation allowed us to identify the decadal and interdecadal oscillations present in NCAR/NCEP reanalyses, to confirm its presence in the century long simulations and extract the corresponding oscillations in LOD. Other authors extended these results to both polar motion and LOD. Thus, de Viron et al (2004) analyzed atmospheric variability in one of the century-long simulations, that of the Hadley Center, and the NCAR/NCEP reanalyses over 1949−2002 and looked more broadly at the spectral make up of the variability of atmospheric excitation with both the torque and the angular momentum approaches. Also with a wide spectral band around decadal scales, Gross et al (2005) analyzed both the atmospheric and oceanic excitation over 1949−2002, using NCAR/NCEP reanalysis, and oceanic angular momentum from a near-global ocean model that was forced by surface fluxes from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project itself. In particular, these two investigations provided insights in the fact that atmospheric and oceanic excitation at decadal-scales (taken as a broadband) is found to be only about 14%−20% of that observed in LOD.
This result is not surprising, since decadal-scale variations in LOD are caused mainly by interactions between the mantle and core.
Finally Dickey et al, (2003) analyzing the poleward propagation of AAM over the 1981−1991 period showed that interannual and decadal time scales presented similar variability.
In parallel, different authors noted a possible trend in AAM; initially, Abarca del Rio, (1999), used different AAM analysis sets available from the IERS Sub Bureau of AAM (Salstein et al, 1993) , including the NCAR/NCEP reanalyses. A century-long atmospheric model simulation by the Hadley center was used to note differences in the intradecadal fluctuations of interannual variability (Rosen and Salstein, 2000) . The overall signals in AAM were broadly confirmed as well with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model (Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, CCCMA, Huang et al, 2001) , and by the ECHAM5 atmosphere general circulation model (Winkelnkemper et al, 2008 ). Attempts to model the AAM taking into account increasing atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration and sulfate aerosol loading were made using earlier coupled models of the atmosphere and ocean (De Viron et al 2001) or lately by Winkelnkemper et al, (2008) ; more recently, they were examined as well noting the sensitivity of different coupled models to different global warming scenarios ; in general increases in greenhouse gases were noted to be related to increases in axial AAM. Thus, decadal variability and trend are wellestablished characteristics of global AAM variability. However, the lack of a single century-long global atmospheric reanalysis set precluded the identification of other lower frequencies, on interdecadal time scales from analyses, though estimates could be made from models.
The interdecadal time scales may play a role by modulating (enhancing or moderating) the global signal.
Journal of Geodetic Science 44 significant signals. Indeed such longer scales may also be modulating the temperature changes over continents (Knight et al, 2006, Compo and Sardeshmukh, 2009 (Compo, et al, 2006; Compo et al, 2011) . We will also make use of the NCEP-NCAR reanalyses (Kalnay et al, 1996; Kistler et al, 2001 ), which may be more comprehensive than the 20 Century Reanalysis in the more recent period (1948−2010 
Data and Methodology

Data
The 20 century reanalysis (Compo et al, 2011) extends over 24 atmospheric constant levels, from 1000 hPa up to 10hPa, with 8 levels over the troposphere, whereas that from NCAR/NCEP (Kalnay et al, 1996) is in the same vertical range with 17 levels, 5 of which cover the stratosphere.
Comparison of both data sets over 1958 showed that the new reanalysis data set reproduces tropospheric AAM variability of the NCEP/NCAR reanalyses remarkably well, although not that of the stratosphere (Compo et al, 2011) . However, as the stratosphere includes some 10% or so of the total mass of the atmosphere, its influence on the global AAM is relatively small, and so we concentrate our analyses on tropospheric variability alone.
We computed a monthly relative AAM on both data sets, by integrating between P = 1000 P and P = 100 P , as follows Salstein, 1983, Salstein, 2003) :
where R is the radius of the Earth, the acceleration due to gravity, and u zonal wind. The term is integrated over longitude, longitude, and pressure.
It is possible to infer changes in the length of the day (LOD) from the global AAM time series, assuming that changes in AAM for the entire atmosphere are accompanied by equal, but opposite, changes in the angular momentum of the solid earth, through the relation (Rosen and Salstein, 1983) :
All results A CWT power spectrum diagram (Torrence and Compo, 1998) and its companion global wavelet power allow us to identify The Morlet wavelet used here, is widely used in geophysics and is a reasonable compromise between time localization and frequency resolution (see Torrence and Compo, 1998) .
A digital wavelet multi-resolution analysis [Craigmile and Percival, 2002, Murguía and Rosu, 2011 ] is used to extract the different spectral bands. The DWT decomposes the signal into different frequency resolutions by successive high pass and low pass filtering of the time domain signal. This is done using an orthonormal basis which is obtained by shifting and stretching a mother wavelet (here the Meyer). The DWT is based on a decimation methodology.
Thus, the generic steps successively split the last low pass part into two parts; a vector of detail information (D ) and a vector of a coarse approximation (A ). Details at different decomposition levels are orthogonal to each other, ensuring that the information contained within details is unique. The frequency bands resolution and the number of levels to which the signal can be decomposed is only determined from the sampling and the time series length, respectively. Finally, as an example let us consider an original time series and call it approximation at level 0, denoted by A0.
Suppose that we choose 3 levels for the decomposition: As A0=
A1+D1 it implies that A0 = A3+D3+D2+D1. Thus, within the latest approximation (A3) are contained all the lowest frequencies that are not captured within the band-passed time series D1, D2 and D3, respectively, going from high to low frequencies.
We chose 6 levels of decomposition considering the annual resolution of the time series, and because fewer levels did not allow us to capture the interdecadal time scales. This decomposition resulted in 6 details (D1-D6, from high to low frequencies), as well as one approximation (A6) that represents the low frequency oscillations not captured within the details. Interdecadal time scales are separated naturally within the 5th (D5: 30-to-55 year periods) and 6th levels (D6: 55-to-90 years period) while the lower frequency oscillations, that is, the long-term trend (the long-term trend is always contained in the highest approximation used) are represented in the approximation A6. Higher frequencies are captured within the first four details (1-to-4); the interannual time scales are located in the first two levels (D1 and D2: 2-to-9 years periods), decadal time scales being given in the 3rd and 4th levels (D3 and D4: 9-to-30 years periods).
In addition, only to corroborate the existence of the interdecadal oscillations, we also employ a entirely different and complementary time series decomposition methodology; the Empirical Modal Decomposition (EMD) (Huang et al, 1998; Flandrin and Goncalves, 2004) . EMD is an empirical and totally adaptive method, that does not require any predetermined basis functions (as in wavelets).
The decomposition is designed to identify locally an intrinsic mode function (IMF) that satisfies the condition that at any time instant, the mean value of the upper envelope as defined by the local maxima and the lower envelope as defined by the local minima is zero (Yang and Yang, 2009) . In this way, an IMF is a pure oscillatory mode that bears amplitude and frequency modulations. from which no more IMF can be extracted (e.g., Wu et al, 2007) . In practice, the EMD is implemented through a sifting process that uses only local extrema and depends solely on the sampling. It has been tested and validated exhaustively, particularly in geophysics (see Huang and Wu, 2008) . Here, 7 intrinsic mode functions emerge (IMF1-IMF7, from high to low frequencies).
Strategy
We present the results in the following way.
First we present the long-term and short-term trends present within the composite time series that we compare with those present within the 20 century AAM time series (Fig 1) .
Second, because the 20 century reanalyses AAM time series originates from a homogeneous field, i.e. constructed from a sole source (inversely to the composite), we analyze its variability in priority. After identifying its interdecadal and other low frequencies signals we compare their variability with what emerges from the composite time series. Thus, we will perform both a CWT power spectrum diagram and its companion global wavelet power on the 20 reanalyses AAM time series (Fig 2) . We extract the interdecadal time scales thanks to a DWT decomposition (Fig 3A) . Then we perform a comparison with those that emerge from an EMD (Fig 3B) . Having validated the presence of interdecadal time scales on the 20 century reanalyses time series, we will analyze the DWT decomposition of the composite AAM time series (Fig 3C) .
For the composite set, we concentrate particularly on describing the role of the different interdecadal modes in the modulation of global AAM, particularly in how the conjunction of the oscillatory modes through their short-term trends may appear to affect the global trend, particularly in the last decade. Statistical significance at different periods and the existence of trends was performed using the Mann-Kendall Univariate non-parametric test with a 95% confidence level (Libiseller and Grimvall, 2002) . This well-known test is used routinely to assess trends in geophysical time series (Bihrat and Mehmet, 2003) . All trends presented here achieve significance according to the Mann-Kendall test. We also wish to check if the poleward propagation of AAM anomalies occurs in the recently produced 20 century reanalysis, as it did in the other reanalyses and models (see introduction). We compute therefore the relative AAM over separate latitude bands for the troposphere (integrating between 1000 and 100 hPa and for all longitudes, see equation 1) (see also Abarca del Rio et al, 2000) , and construct annual means of the monthly solution. These bands were then filtered according with the same discrete wavelet decomposition (Fig 4) .
Additionally we investigate the origin of the oscillatory modes in AAM. That is, we compare the AAM variability with that arising in different climatic indices related to the terrestrial main climate signals (Fig 5) by the mean of wavelet-based coherency (Grinsted et al., 2004) . A cross-wavelet coherence in time-frequency space brings out the significance in any phase shift detected (Fig 6) .
The combination of power and coherence will allow a better understanding of the relationship at different time scales (Fig 6) .
To bring out relationship at interdecadal time scales, both indexes are compared over their respective D5 and D6 components (Fig 7) .
Results
The annual mean global AAM from the composite series (Fig 1, upper, solid black, curves) shows an apparent decrease from 1871 to roughly 1940 of -0.001 ms/yr followed by an increase. We note (Fig 1 and Fig 3C-A) : from the mid 1980s (roughly 1985) to today, the AAM is effectively decreasing, at -0.0043 ms/yr.
Instead, the analysis of the annual mean global AAM based only on the 20 century AAM (Fig 1, lower, (1)) background spectrum (Torrence and Compo, 1998) . There is significant power from interannual to decadal time scales of about 8-16 yr period, including in many epochs and when considered overall. Significant variability in power is present at interdecadal time scales, particularly at the 30−50 year period (mostly in the earlier era), and at other lower frequencies (see Fig 2-A) , the characteristics of which we investigate in the following.
Decomposition of the 20 century AAM signal through the discrete wavelet analysis allows us to disentangle these signals (Fig 3A) , at decadal and longer time scales. We use the DWT method, (Fig 4-A) and the longer one (Fig 4-B) , present propagation-like structures. The 30-50 year structure (Fig 4-A) however has somewhat vacillating timing. Over the northern hemisphere the migration starts within the tropics about 1900
and 1920, and takes about 60−80 years to reach higher latitudes.
Over the southern hemisphere, it takes somewhat less time, under decades, to reach mid and higher latitudes, though with greater amplitude and lesser homogeneity. The longer oscillation (Fig 4-B) contain some intriguing features over the northern hemisphere. At lower frequencies, the coherency wavelet diagrams shows that the relationship with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation emerges (Fig 6-B) , with the PDO index in phase or slightly being lead by the AAM signal. We also check for a relationship between equivalent spectral bands, the D5 and D6 components (in Fig 7-A and Fig 7- 
Conclusions
The analysis performed here shows that the low frequency signals 
